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Purpose and Short History
• To carry the message of recovery to the addict who still suffers behind the
walls and allow them to experience the miracle of recovery and a new way to
live through the 12 steps of NA, despite their limited access to Narcotics
Anonymous and sponsorship while incarcerated. To efficiently utilize limited
human resources within region members and provide a wider range of service
opportunities to members of PSZF regions.
• Sponsorship Behind the Walls (SBTW) Zonal Project was proposed in 2014 and
approved in Fall of 2016
• We began reaching out to prison facilities in Fall of 2017

Step Guide Orientation
1. Read “typical first letter" (page 4) or actual first letter
anonymously.
a. Read “Welcome letter” out loud (pages 5 & 6) this is the first thing
sent to the sponsee requesting a sponsor
2. Go over Correspondence only agreement (page 8)
a. Note especially “no prior knowledge”
b. Also “confidentiality of all information”
c. Only letters can be sent from the sponsors; NA approved literature
may be sent from distributors (A Regional Service office, or NA
World Services) – see Process for Sponsees Acquiring Literature
Flow Chart (page 14)
3. How to become a SBTW Sponsor (page 9)
4. Go over SBTW sponsor-sponsee requirements and duties (pages 10-12)
a. Sponsor Position Description
i. Sponsorship Behind the Walls do’s and Don’ts
b. Sponsee Requirements
5. Sponsor/Sponsee Letter Writing Flow Chart (page 13)
6. Sponsor Questionnaires and Correspondence Only Agreements are to be
filled out and turned in before you can be placed on the willing sponsor
list (at the end of the orientation session-don’t fill out in this packet)
7. Courtesy inclusion: Initial letter to the facilities (page 17)
8. Workgroup Email contact info (page 18)
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1. TYPICAL FIRST LETTER

Hi,
My name is ….. and I am badly in need of a sponsor
because I’ve been trying to work my 4th Step but I can’t do
it alone. It hurts too much. It was suggested to me to get a
sponsor and since I don’t have one to visit me, through the
mail is my best bet. I was in recovery for almost two years
but I never passed the third step probably because of fear,
but today I believe that if I don’t deal with all this pain I’ll
end up relapsing again and I don’t want to use ever again.
Well the reason for this letter is so that NA can find me a
sponsor so I can get my life back in order and work at
changing it.
Please write back soon and Thank you very much

1

.

God Bless,
….

!

1

Typical first letter from the “inside” written by a Connecticut addict inmate to NA-WSR (a CT
Regional Narcotics Anonymous Subcommittee). Typing done in the interest of anonymity and
readability.
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A. WELCOME LETTER
(the first thing an inmate will receive from SBTW)
FIRST RESPONSE LETTER TO SPONSEE

Date:
Name
Address
Dear __________________________________________:
The Sponsorship Behind the Walls Committee has received your letter asking for help in
finding recovery. The primary purpose of this committee is to provide written guidance
through the Twelve Steps of Narcotics Anonymous (NA) to any incarcerated addict with one
year or more left in custody, desiring recovery within NA. Since addicts on the outside can
choose a sponsor to help them work the steps of Narcotics Anonymous, our committee has
come up with an anonymous way for a sponsor to help you work these steps for the time you
are incarcerated.
All of the Committee’s sponsors have shared with this Committee their commitment to their
NA based recovery. They have stated that they have worked their steps in writing with a NA
sponsor, have a minimum of three years clean and attend NA meetings on a regular basis.
The process of the SBTW committee is that mail is collected from the mailbox once a week.
It is then scanned and emailed to your sponsor. The sponsor is to respond to your letter via
mail to your facility within a two-week period after they receive it. The first series of letters
received from you are read by the Postal Coordinator and Sponsor Communications
Coordinator in our committee in order to respond to you, and once assigned a sponsor, you’ll
still send your letters to the same address in Tulsa, and they will be sent on to your sponsor.
It is important that you understand that every letter between you and your sponsor will be
subject to your facility’s rules regarding review of mail and may not be confidential. Contact
with your sponsor will be limited to letter writing only and cannot include requests for
photos, drawings, pictures, messages to others, phone calls, rides, visits, and will not
include damaging personal information. We currently do not have anything set up to
communicate with you via email. We have a questionnaire and two assignments for you to
complete and send back to us, which will help us assign a sponsor to you. The questionnaire
and first assignment are enclosed. Once the committee receives your completed first
assignment, we will send you the second one. Once the second completed assignment is
received, we will assign you a sponsor and you will begin correspondence with that person to
work the 12 steps of Narcotics Anonymous with you.
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We are bound by the 12 Traditions of NA, as well as the rules of your facility. We can assure
you that the sponsor will be of the same gender as yourself and will have no knowledge or
acquaintance with you prior to your incarceration. Anonymity will be followed by using a
pen name or first name only and will not be giving out personal contact information. Once
you are released from your facility, contact with your step writing sponsor through this
committee will end. Please feel free to write the SBTW Committee regarding any questions
or concerns about this process. Otherwise, complete the enclosed assignment and mail back
to us, and we’ll be back in touch once we receive it. We are excited to begin this process
with you!
Sincerely,
Sponsorship Behind the Walls Committee
Plains States Zonal Forum
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NA Reaching Out Newsletter Subscription Form

Reaching Out is a quarterly, recovery-oriented newsletter made available free of charge to
incarcerated addicts through Narcotics Anonymous World Services. If you will be
incarcerated for at least six more months and would like a free subscription to Reaching
Out, you can let NA World services know by sending them the following completed form.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

I am an incarcerated addict (and will be for at least six more months) and want a
free subscription to Reaching Out.
Name
Identification Number
Address
City

State/Province

Zip/Postal Code

Country
Send your completed form to:
Reaching Out c/o NA World Services, PO Box 9999 Van Nuys, CA 91409 USA

Submission Information from Reaching Out Magazine:
We encourage submissions for Reaching Out from members
and H&I subcommittees. Please consider that we are more
likely to publish articles that focus on how NA has helped an
individual to recover while incarcerated rather than those
that concentrate on the horrors of drug use.
Send all submissions to:
Reaching Out; NAWS, PO Box 9999; Van Nuys, CA
91409-9999; USA, or email to fsmail@na.org.
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2. SBTW CORRESPONDENCE ONLY AGREEMENT

!

(Don’t fill out form in this packet…there is a separate form to fill out)

I understand that in my role as a sponsor in the SBTW program I am to conduct myself under the
guidelines as outlined by the SBTW workgroup, the DOC, and the individual institution.
As a SBTW sponsor, I will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Limit my contact with the sponsee to writing.
Not use abusive or profane language.
Respect the confidentiality of the sponsee.
Not supply the sponsee with any materials for corresponding including envelopes,
stamps, pre-stamped envelopes, writing paper and writing implements.
Not send the sponsee any books, tapes, and items of this nature. The sponsee may
request a free Basic Text from the P3 committee (contact information is sent to sponsee in
2nd response letter). Other NA literature (ex: Step Working Guides or It Works: How and
Why) may be ordered and sent directly from a distributor. I will first contact the Sponsor
Communications Coordinator for all options and any facility restrictions specific to my
sponsee's location.
Not supply the sponsee with my telephone number, address, or any other information
prohibited by this workgroup. Doing so will result in the termination of my service on
this workgroup.
Not visit the sponsee or have contact with him/her outside the facility (including after release).
Not contact anyone in any manner at the sponsee’s request.
Not reveal any damaging personal information.
Attest to having no prior knowledge of the sponsee including not having been a victim or
an accomplice with him/her as the result of a crime.

Furthermore, I understand that every letter I send into the facility may be opened and checked for
contraband. The content of the letter is to remain on the topic outlined by the program and discretion
will be exercised in writing about any matter that could be construed as to jeopardize the safety and
security of the facility, its staff, its residents, this workgroup or anyone else.
I understand that failure to adhere to any of the aforementioned articles will result in cessation of my
participation in the SBTW program and may put the whole program at risk.
Sponsor’s Pen Signature

Date Signed

Sponsee’s Name & ID number & Inmate #

Sponsee’s Facility

Facility Contact:
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3. How to become A SBTW Sponsor
Addicts will attend an orientation (in person or virtual online). They will
discuss and be able to answer affirmatively all of the following questions.
Potential sponsors will submit a sponsor questionnaire (Example on page 15) to
the SBTW Workgroup for consideration and if approved will be matched to an
approved SBTW Workgroup sponsee. Sponsors will be assigned an inmate sponsee
in the order that they have qualified, and as addicts of the same sex become
available, the Sponsor Communications Coordinator will notify the new sponsor
when their "turn" comes up.

1.
Is your recovery based in Narcotics Anonymous?
Have you worked all 12 steps?
2.
Do you work the steps in writing with an NA sponsor?
3.
Do you have at least 3 years’ clean time?
4.
Do you attend NA step meetings regularly?
5.
Do you have a working knowledge of the 12 steps and 12
6.
traditions of NA?
7.
Do you have experience as an NA sponsor?
8.
Do you have the means to provide stationery and stamps
for regular correspondence?
9.
Do you have the willingness and availability to reply to
any letter you receive within 2 weeks, and to notify the
Sponsor Communications Coordinator each time?
10. Are you willing to sign and follow the SBTW
Correspondence Only agreement?
11. Are you willing to attend at least one SBTW workshop per
year?
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4. Sponsor-Sponsee requirements and duties

A. Sponsor Position Description:

Sponsors make this workgroup possible. Once assigned a sponsee behind the walls,
the sponsor guides the sponsee through the 12 Steps of Narcotics Anonymous via
mail, never in person, responding within 2 weeks of receiving a sponsee’s letter.
Sponsor is also responsible for maintaining communication, accountability,
training, and logging response dates to SBTW workgroup. An NA member does not
need to be living within a region of the PSZF in order to become a sponsor through
this workgroup. Ideally, a sponsor will only have one sponsee through this SBTW
workgroup, but if the need arises and the sponsor is able and willing, up to 3
SBTW sponsees may be assigned to a sponsor.
1. Requirements:
a. Three (3) years clean time
b. Have worked through the 12 steps of Narcotics Anonymous
c. Is currently working with an NA sponsor and has ability to carry
clear NA message
d. Previous/current experience being a sponsor outside the walls
e. Ability to pay for own postage.
2. Duties:
a. Must go through SBTW orientation before beginning sponsorship
volunteering, and once annually after that
b. Reply to any letter within two weeks or less from the date the
Sponsor receives the letter
c. Confirm via email to the Sponsor Communications Coordinator each
time a letter has been replied to scc@pszfna.org
d. Report when/if they are no longer available to be a Sponsor to their
assigned sponsee(s)
e. Must abide by the guidelines of the SBTW Subcommittee and the rules
of the institutions
f. Don’t send sponsee any books, tapes, and items of this nature. NA
book literature may be sent to the sponsee by a distributor only.
The sponsee may request a free Basic Text from the P3 committee
(contact information will be sent to sponsee in 2nd response
letter from Sponsor Communications Coordinator). Other NA
literature (ex: Step Working Guides or It Works: How and Why) may
be ordered and sent directly from a distributor (this includes an
na regional service office or NA World Services) literature
cannot be mailed from an individual’s home. Sponsors will first
contact the Sponsor Communications Coordinator for all options
and any facility restrictions specific to their sponsee's location.
g. If the sponsor has questions about any of the processes, their main
points of contact are the sponsor communications coordinator and
their region’s SBTW Regional Liaison.
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3. Sponsorship Behind The Walls Dos and Don’ts:
a. In keeping with Tradition Twelve, we respect the anonymity of our
correspondents. All correspondence from sponsees will be sent to
the SBTW mailbox. Postal Coordinator to forward mail to other
members who are participating in the SBTW Program.
b. There should be no personal contact in person or by phone (including
after release) between sponsor and sponsee.
c. Never give out your address, phone number, home group, Area, Region,
etc.
d. For your own anonymity and protection, you will be required to use
your first name only or a pen name if you choose to do so.
e. When we engage in this type of service, it should always be men
writing to men and women writing to women. We believe it is best that
no romantic involvements develop.
f. Never write anything you don’t want the world to read. All
correspondence is opened and subject to monitoring by the
institution.
g. You must work a Narcotics Anonymous program using only current
fellowship-approved literature.
h. NA members with correctional facility clearances may not correspond
with inmates in those facilities.
i. We introduce ourselves briefly in our opening letter so the addict
can get to know and identify with us. We always stay focused on
recovery.
j. Remember, it only takes two addicts to have a meeting. Writing is no
different, so let the inmate know that as in all forms of sharing,
corresponding helps us as much as it helps him/ her. Let them know
they are never alone. We share our experience, strength, and hope,
and being clean in recovery. Since change happens as a result of
working/applying the principles behind the Twelve Steps of NA, we
encourage you to be a guide through the step writing process.
k. Encourage the inmate to participate in Twelve Step meetings available
to them in their facility.
l. Prior to their release, we strongly suggest requesting an Area/
Regional meeting schedule be sent to them for the location they are
being released in. The SBTW Board can assist you in finding the
appropriate schedule to send. It is important for the inmate to have a
“game plan” and knowledge of meeting locations for the first day they
are released.
B. Sponsee:
Plains States Zonal Forum's Sponsorship Behind the Walls is only available as a
resource to those who are requesting sponsorship within the zone's regional
range. If we are contacted by an interested sponsee outside of our zonal regions,
we will do our best to refer them to a region that may be a resource for their
location.
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1. Requirements:
a. Potential sponsee is currently incarcerated with one or more
years remaining in custody;
b. Seeking recovery and freedom from active addiction through
working the 12 Steps of Narcotics Anonymous;
c. Willing to abide by the guidelines of the SBTW Subcommittee and
the rules of their institution.
2. Duties/Responsibilities:
a. Communication via mail with sponsor to work the 12 steps of
Narcotics Anonymous;
b. Sponsee understands NO Personal Contact with sponsor is
allowed during incarceration or after the sponsee has been
released;
c. Sponsee understands that the only correspondence will be
through the SBTW mailbox, with no last names, personal
addresses, phone numbers, or any other personal details provided
from sponsor;
d. No arrangements for rides, visits, loans, phone calls, photos,
drawings, tapes, non-NA approved literature, contacting family
members or friends will be made between sponsor and sponsee;
e. Never write anything you don’t want the world to read. All
correspondence is opened and subject to monitoring by the
institution;
f. Sponsee understands that circumstances may arise that may
require the sponsee to be reassigned to a different sponsor, in
which case the sponsee will be notified from the Plains States
Zonal Sponsorship Behind the Walls coordinator. Removal from
Program as a Sponsee:
g. Requesting sponsor to provide personal information or relay
messages, packages or letters to anyone;
h. Requesting sponsor to arrange any meetings with sponsee upon
their release from custody;
i. Sponsee released from custody.

To see entire workgroup guidelines, please visit website: www.pszfna.org and go
to the “behind the walls” section
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5. Sponsor/Sponsee Letter Writing Flow Chart
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Plains State Zonal Forum (PSZF)
Sponsorship Behind the Walls
Sponsor Questionnaire
PURPOSE
The primary purpose of this workgroup is to carry the message of recovery to the addict
who still suffers behind the walls and allow them to experience the miracle of
recovery and a new way to live through the 12 steps of NA, despite their limited access
to Narcotics Anonymous and sponsorship while incarcerated. To efficiently utilize
limited human resources within region members and provide a wider range of service
opportunities to members of PSZF regions.

Dear Prospective Sponsor:
Thank you for your interest in the Sponsorship Behind the Walls (SBTW) program of Narcotics
Anonymous (NA). We are very excited about carrying the message of recovery, through sponsorship
behind the walls, and your willingness to participate. As you might imagine, we need to take great care to
conduct ourselves in a spiritual manner as maintaining as much of our anonymity as possible. The
committee will receive requests from addicts behind the walls and match them up with a sponsor as soon
as possible. We need to know a little bit about you to make the best possible match. Please answer the
following questions as completely as you can.

SBTW Questionnaire Sample
(Don’t fill out form in this packet…there is a separate form to fill out)
Your gender:
1. Please print your name and address, with a phone number, and an email address you check
regularly.
2. What pen name would you like to be known by?
3. How is your recovery based in Narcotics Anonymous?

4. Have you completed all 12 steps of Narcotics Anonymous with a sponsor?
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5.

How do you work all of the steps with an NA sponsor?

6.

Do you attend NA meetings regularly?

7.

Do you currently have at least three continuous years clean time? What is your clean date?

8.

Do you have a clear working knowledge of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of NA?
Please explain.

9.

Do you have experience being an NA sponsor? Please describe.

10. Do you have all the means to provide stationary and stamps for regular correspondence?
11. Do you have the willingness and availability to reply to any letter you receive within two
weeks?
12. If we assign you a sponsee and you have prior knowledge or relations with that person, do you
agree to let us know and we'll reassign you a sponsee you don't know?
13. Have you spoken with your NA sponsor about becoming involved with this avenue of
service?
14. Please list all H&I prison facilities you go into, if any:

Thanks for taking the time, and being honest enough to answer all of
these questions. We will let you know if a prospect writes in that might
be a match for you. Keep coming back in the mean time.
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Examples of Letters to the Facilities
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Emails of workgroup members you may need to contact:
Sponsor Communications Coordinator: SCC@pszfna.org
Regional Liaison-Best Little: BestLittleRL@pszfna.org
Regional Liaison-Iowa: IowaRL@pszfna.org
Regional Liaison-Mid-America: MidAmericaRL@pszfna.org
Regional Liaison-Nebraska: NebraskaRL@pszfna.org
Regional Liaison-OK: OKRL@pszfna.org
Regional Liaison-South Dakota: SouthDakotaRL@pszfna.org
General email for workgroup: sbtw@pszfna.org
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